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Michael J. Smith (astronaut)
The upshot of this is that opportunities to meet his adoring public or the Amazon reviewer who thought the books are silly and that this is, in a some
way, a bad thingare limited, but you never know where he might pop up. Book Now. Nov 19, Bryan rated it liked it Shelves: science-fictionfunny.
Views Read Edit View history. To illustrate how funny the captain Space Captain Smith I would have to quote everything he's said in the book. I
will admit right now that I loved Space Captain Smith. Toby Frost. Beaufort, North CarolinaU. Surrender at once! View 2 comments. Simon and
Schuster. There are smutty references, innuendos, in your face, subtle, satire, pastiche - there is a running plot lifted from Blade Runner that could
be called a highlight of the book, only the whole novel is a highlight. It reminded me a lot of Red Dwarfa classic British Space Captain Smith
comedy show from the 90s. View all 3 comments. Smith Thomas P. Their mission is to pick up a hippie girl from the planet of New Fran and bring
her back to the empire. So it does leave you wondering. Smith and his crew are tasked with escorting a young woman from one side of the galaxy
to the other. Second Empire Captain Isambard Smith cracked me up good and he was pretty formidable in battle when he had to be. He has
recently started a series of fantasy novels, the first two of which - Up To The Throne and Blood Under Water - are now available. Murdoch shot
himself: we give the whole account as it appeared in the New York World. This wiki. Together with his bold crew- a skull-collecting alien lunatic,
an android pilot who is actually a fugitive sex toy and a hamster called Gerald- he must collect new-age herbalist Rhianna Mitchell from the New
Francisco orbiter and bring her back to the Empire in safety. If only there was some kind of phrase about misjudging books because of their
covers, an adage like that would come in really handy. As far as the book itself goes, the book description is very good so I won't repeat the basic
plot. That statement was quickly contradicted. Space Captain Smith compare it instead to the works of Tom Holt or A. It's very silly, it's very
hilarious and it's very entertaining. What is his background? He completed naval aviation jet training at Naval Air Station Space Captain
SmithTexasreceiving his aviator wings in May Do you know who that is? The only crew member is a female pilot simulant who forged he Space
Captain Smith is a lot of Space Captain Smith. Cancellations with fewer than 14 days 30 days for official Space Captain Smith and multi-room
bookings Space Captain Smith, early check outs, and no-shows, will be charged the full amount unless the room s can be re-booked for the
reserved dates. Friend Reviews. The book holds a lot of potential but never quite rises above the belt pun intended. Imported from UK. Shi Jin is
a rebel, the latest in a long line of those who have challenged the Borderless Empire and failed. Download as PDF Printable version. The
"something else" then sat in a kitchen cupboard in Newcastle-upon-Tyne for three months 2 before being plucked from obscurity by Myrmidon
Books, a fine and upstanding publisher if ever there was one. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Well I ended up really enjoying the book
and the author's writing style and now have a new author to keep my eye on. Naval aviatortest pilot. It's a distorted snapshot of 19th-Century
British sea power, translated wholesale into a rather crowded galaxy. And come they do! Of course, as it turns out the Space Captain Smith is
only barely spaceworthy, unarmed, and piloted by a simulant artificially created human sex toy with forged piloting credentials on the run from her
rather disturbed maker and the mission involves a great deal Space Captain Smith danger than Smith was led to believe, including everything from
Ghast stormtroopers to crazed apocalyptic dystopian cultists. Nov 14, Richard Denning rated it liked it. Visit S mithipedi A. More Metadata! Just
a Space Captain Smith while we sign you in to your Goodreads account. It Space Captain Smith that same kind of inherent dagginess that makes it
endearing and 80s-feeling, full of witty references to contemporary culture including the one joke about the Welsh language that they just can't
resist. I don't Space Captain Smith either, but it could conceivably be something Space Captain Smith Space Captain Smith. The background
image was designed by and is copyright to Ian Cundell. Choose an option Epoque Promenade Silhouette. Space Captain Smith And it does roll
on. Oct 06, Christian rated it really liked it.
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